
Ronan Lagan

Full-stack web developer

laganronan12@gmail.com

GitHub: github.com/RonanLagan

Phone: +1 343-262-5894, LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/ronanlagan/, Portfolio: ronanl.dev

WORK EXPERIENCE

Software Engineer 2023 (Chatlas)

● Contribute as a full-stack developer to Chatlas, a cutting-edge startup specializing in AI tech support
chatbots.

● Proficiently utilize React, Express, and Tailwind CSS to deliver robust solutions.
● Collaborate in designing and implementing essential features to enhance product functionality.

Software Developer 2023 - Present (Succeedium)

● Developing SPACE (Succeedium Planning Analytics Cloud Extension), a Google Chrome extension that
adds more features to IBM Planning Analytics.

● Used React and Carbon UI on the client and Python (Fast API) and Postgres on the server.

Running my own small startup (Pass Protect) 2022-2023 pass-protect.com

● Founded and developed Pass Protect, a cross-platform password manager encompassing web,
Chrome Extension, Android app, and iOS app.

● Proficiently utilized technologies such as Express, MongoDB, React, React Native, Tailwind CSS, and
Node.js to build the platform from the ground up.

● Successfully integrated recurring payment functionality through Stripe.

PROJECTS Portfolio for more details: ronanl.dev

Pass Protect LINK

● Created a versatile multi-platform password manager, further details available in the work experience

section.

Portail Élève CECCE LINK (ARCHIVE) | GITHUB

●Designed and developed a highly successful mobile app for my local school board, garnering thousands of

downloads.

● The app served as a mobile version of the online student dashboard, enabling students to access their grades and

schedule conveniently.

●Utilized React Native to build the application, ensuring a seamless cross-platform experience.

● Although the app was later removed from the App Store due to changes in educational systems across Ontario,

you can find an archive of the App Store listing in the provided GitHub link.

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Stack and Libraries: HTML, CSS, JavaScript, TypeScript, React.js, Next.js, Express, Redux, Tailwind CSS,

MongoDB, SQL, Postgres, Prisma, REST APIs, Git/GitHub, Node.js, React Native, Jest, Making chrome

extensions, PHP, Docker, Stripe.

Skills: Communication, Problem-Solving, Fast learner

Languages: English, French.

Awards

2nd Place at Skills Ontario web development competition
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